Why is Conversational English so important for a House wife?
Conversation is quite different from just speaking in any language. You can keep
on speaking without having a communication with the audience. Conversation is
exchange of ideas in grammatically correct English, with correct pronunciation
and proper voice modulation.
English conversation is very important in today’s world not only for the
professionals or students but also for the house wives. Any job vacancy for sure
has a prerequisite –fluency in English as the important eligibility criteria. Let’s try
to understand why does a house wife need English conversational skills? In this
modern world we find House wife who is in a real sense the HOME MAKER is the
best example of multitasking. She shares so many responsibilities and helps her
husband in running the house comfortably. List of activities done by her is
endless; let’s have few









Attends PTM in schools
Takes appointment from the Doctors
Calls for the electrician or plumber
Visits departmental stores for daily needs
Goes to the banks/Pays electricity bills
Orders from the restaurants/medical stores/provision stores
Makes enquiries from coaching classes for her children
Helps her children with their studies/communicates with their friends
Tries to cope up with the new trends in fashion and gadgets
All these activities she does happily, but if, for these activities she is
comfortable conversing in English, it actually works as an added advantage
for her and she definitely gets an edge over others. Let us be practical and
accept the fact that she becomes more confident and people also start
taking her seriously.

So all the SUPERWOMEN the real HOMEMAKERS understand your worth
and feel proud of yourself. If you have any hesitation in conversing in
English try to polish your skills and join ZENITH conversational English
classes and be a winner all the way…..
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